
November17,2016  

Hi Everyone, 

We have not had access to the internet for the last 9 days, but should have it until tomorrow night - so 

here is the story of our travels. 

We have migrated out of Zimbabwe and crossed Botswana from east to west. We then crossed into 

Namibia - Caprivi Strip, and now are back in Botswana and civilization - Chobe National Park.  This has 

taken about 9 days.  

The last days in Zimbabwe were interesting – we did a very long all day safari around Hwange National 

Park and saw a good variety of animals. Hwange was an area that was not accessible to us when we 

were here 10 years ago due to restrictions, fuel shortages and general unrest. Things are definitely 

improving – not good, but much better than before Hwange is a very large park covering several 

hundred square miles and in this instance we saw very large herds of elephants, some zebra, impala, 

roan antelope, giraffe, and hordes of baboons. We also started seeing increasing numbers of ostrich 

right up close.  

We had an unexpected and interesting lion encounter one afternoon on our return to the campsite. One 

of the usual bush/sand tracks used by the guides in one particular area had a couple of telephone poles 

down which blocked access to the normal routes. The poles carried 8-10 sets of wires, so it was big 

problem to get around them due to the bush and shrub. The guide got out of the truck and walked along 

the line to determine how high the wires were and where we could get around them and get back to our 

track.  After a bit of scouting, a spot was found and he got back into the vehicle and we had moved no 

more than about 50 ft when the guide spotted 2 lions stirring around in the bushes. As we got closer we 

discovered a pair of yearling cubs. We stopped & watched for about 5 minutes before someone saw a 

3rd lion stirring in some brush just a few meters from our truck – and she was getting a bit agitated, tail 

flicking and ears flattening. Turns out she had killed an aardvark, and was resting a few feet from her kill 

with her two cubs. We were now parked directly between cubs and mom. As soon as this was realized, 

we beat a hasty retreat.  To my surprise we didn’t have to move too far and she settled right down and 

no longer seemed to think we were a threat to either her cubs, herself or the prey.  We got some good 

photos. The guide said that it re-confirmed that you shouldn't get out of a vehicle. You could become 

lunch at any time since we wouldn't have spotted the lions. Vehicles are not seen as a threat - but an 

individual person out of the vehicle is another story. 

Another day we came across and very large herd of elephants hanging around several waterholes which 

were grouped together over a ½ mile or so. There was a viewing platform, so we were able to observe 

for a couple of hours while we had tea and cookies.  At this particular site, several lions had made a kill 

of a young elephant estimated to be only a few months old.  Park rangers were in the area, saw that one 

of the lionesses had a radio collar on, and took the opportunity to tranquilize her to change out the 

collar.  However, the elephant herd became aggressive trying to get to the baby’s body, so the rangers 

got a line on the baby’s carcass and towed it with a large jeep back a hundred metres from the 

aggressive moves of the herd. The lioness was able to stagger along with the prey, but certainly couldn’t 

walk or run. The rangers then had to park the jeep between the lioness & her kill and the rest of the 

herd – moving back and forth occasionally as the herd tried to get to the lioness.  The rangers stayed 

with her until she was up on her feet and moving back towards her pride.  We were able to speak with 



them and they confirmed that the herd would have attacked the lioness and killed her if they had not 

stayed until she was sufficiently recovered from the tranquilizer. That was a very interesting morning. 

As we've travelled around some of the roads have been horrific e.g. approx. 4 hours for about 75km. 

They laughingly call these experiences the "African massage". However, we arrived at the top part of the 

Okavango Delta on blissfully paved roads. What a treat. The final 10 km to our next campsite took about 

40 minutes after we were transferred in a converted prisoner transport truck. All in low range 4 wheel 

drive over a sand track that was very deeply rutted and sounded like it was stressing the transmission 

and engine big time.  On our way out we had to help rescue a stranded 4x4 jeep stuck in deep sand. 

We were next delivered to a site perched on the edge of a large lagoon rimmed with papyrus and 

pampass grasses. The site is a relatively new concession with large permanent tents each with its own 

bathroom facilities, all seated on wooden platforms. The site has many species of water birds, ranging 

from small kingfishers which are the size of a blue jay, all the way up to giant storks & cranes and purple 

herons which are the size of our great blue herons. It is very beautiful.  The activity for the following day 

was a half day boat trip on the lake in a wonderfully quiet electric powered boat, followed by a trip to an 

island for a walk about, via the local mode of transportation, a mokoro poled by a local villager.   

Finally, it was thru Namibia Caprivri Strip for an overnight at a beautiful lagoon.  We will be doing boat 

rides and game drives and resting up before our return in 3 days to Zimbabwe.  

River levels are really low - and many water holes are dry, so lots of animals come around when we see 

water. 

Cheers...................cathy & jack 


